TACTICAL TRACKING AND BUILDING SEMINAR
October 2 – 5, 2017
Location: Ventosa K9 Kennel, Inc. 312 East 9th Street, Scotland Neck, NC 27874
Cost: $500 per team includes lodging, limit of 10 teams
Contact: Tennessee Ana Bowling 252.370.5353 or tbowling@ventosakennelnc.com
Instructor: Gerald Morris
Gerald Morris, a K9 handler with Roanoke Rapids Police Department, has served in
law enforcement for ten years, with eight of those years as a K9 handler. He has
had two K9 partners, and today, is a member of his Department’s Special Response
Team with his K9 partner “Champ.” Prior to his time in law enforcement, Gerald
served eight years in the United States Army Infantry, with multiple deployments
overseas, and is a veteran. Through these experiences, along with his experience as
an instructor with Ventosa Kennel and his extensive knowledge and interest in all
aspects of K9 performance, Gerald has become an
expert in various specialized areas of K9 training,
such as Tactical K9 Tracking.
What is a Tactical K9 Tracking Seminar:
A Tactical Tracking Team consists of a 5-6 man team typically
deployed in a rural wooded environment to track and
apprehend armed or dangerous fugitives. The team usually
consists of 4-5 team members and a K9 Tracking Team. All team
members are trained in the skills of visual tracking, tactical
formation movement, engagement tactics, and much more.
Tactical Tracking Benefits:
Most SWAT or SRT training develops skills for urban engagement. Tactical Tracking Training
develops skills that enable a SWAT, SR team, DOC team, or other fugitive recovery teams to
operate safely and effectively in a wooded environment. The disciplines and skills taught in this
course are totally different from the normal civilian law enforcement special response team
training. This training is patterned after successful U.S.
Military combat tracker teams training modules.
Our Tactical Tracking Seminar:
Is designed to prepare K9 and/or SWAT teams for high risk
fugitive searches in rural environments. The military combat
tracking and police tracking experiences of our Instructors will
prepare you for high risk deployments. Seminar syllabus
includes K9 tracking, visual tracking, cover officer tactics,
containment perimeters, engagement tactics, and much more.

